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Abstract We consider the problem of satisfying communication demands in a
multi-agent system where several robots cooperate on a taskand a fixed subset of
the agents act as mobile routers. Our goal is to position the team of robotic routers
to provide communication coverage to the remaining client robots. We allow for dy-
namic environments and variable client demands, thus necessitating an adaptive so-
lution. We present an innovative method that calculates a mapping between a robot’s
current position and the signal strength that it receives alongeach spatial direction,
for its wireless links to every other robot. We show that thisinformation can be
used to design a simple positional controller that retains aquadratic structure, while
capturing the behavior of wireless signals in real-world environments. Notably, our
approach does not necessitate stochastic sampling along directions that are counter-
productive to the overall coordination goal, nor does it require exact client positions,
or a known map of the environment.

1 Introduction

Multi-agent robotic systems perform many complex tasks through coordination,
such as cooperative search of an environment, consensus, rendezvous, and formation
control [1–3]. As cooperation is at the core of multi-robot tasks, the performance of
these systems directly hinges on the robots’ ability to communicate reliably. To
maintain certain communication guarantees, these systemsneed a mapping of com-
munication quality to robot placement. Producing such a mapping however is quite
challenging [4]. Past literature employs two broad strategies to address this chal-
lenge: On the one hand, there is the Euclidean disk model which assumes that the
signal quality of a link is a function of distance between thecommunicating ve-
hicles. This model is deterministic and simple, and hence when incorporated in a
robotic controller, yields simple positional optimizations for a wide range of collab-
orative tasks [1–3]. Unfortunately, the Euclidean model istoo simplistic and fails
to represent wireless signals in realistic environments [4]. On the other hand, there
are stochastic sampling methods [4–6] that measure the wireless signal strength in a
robot’s vicinity to fit parameters for intricate probabilistic communication models.
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While such methods are not oblivious to wireless channels, they require exploratory
sampling [7] along directions that may be counter-productive to the overall coordi-
nation goal. Further, they often assume the knowledge of parameters based on the
structure and material composition of the environment.

Our objective here is to i) present a novel method for capturing the spatial vari-
ation of wireless signals in the local environmentwithoutsampling along counter-
productive directions, or requiring information about theenvironment and/or the
channel’s distributions and ii) derive a control formulation that maintains the struc-
tural (quadratic) simplicity allowed by the Euclidean diskmodel while accounting
for this wireless channel feedback. First, we introduce an innovative approach for
mapping communication quality to robot placement. We calculate a mapping be-
tween a robot’s current position and the signal strength that it receives alongeach
spatial direction, for every wireless link with other robots. This is in contrast to ex-
isting methods [5,6], which compute an aggregate signal power at each position but
cannot distinguish the amount of signal power received fromeach spatial direction.

Second, we construct an optimization for positioning a teamof robot routers
to provide communication coverage to an independent set of client vehicles using
the directional information provided by our mapping. We aimfor a solution that
is adaptive to variable communication quality demands by the clients, as well as
changes in the wireless channels due to natural fluctuationsor a dynamic environ-
ment. Being able to measure the profile of signal strength across spatial directions
in real-time yields a much more capable controller. For example, the controller uses
the profile to find directions of movement that yields better communication qual-
ity. The profile also helps estimate the confidence with whichthe controller can
improve signal power by navigating the robot along any of these directions. The
confidence can then be used to control the speed of the robot, thereby improving
stability and convergence time. Furthermore, the controller can leverage the entire
profile of signal strength across directions, to optimize communication with mul-
tiple robots by choosing a direction of movement corresponding to a strong signal
that strikes trade-offs between competing demands. Interestingly, we show that such
optimizations can be formulated in terms of simple quadratic costs, similar in spirit
to the disk model. Further, they can be made independent of environment-dependent
parameters, or even client positions.

A key question remains: how do we calculate the signal strength along each spa-
tial direction? The naive approach would use directional antennas, a type of antenna
that receives signals only from a cone in space. Unfortunately, directional antennas
are bulky and have low spatial resolution [8] (about 60◦), making them ill-suited for
small agile robots. To address this problem, we employ Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR), a technique that leverages movement to emulate a high-resolution direc-
tional antenna [9]. In order to achieve this, we must derive amethod for implement-
ing SAR using off-the-shelf wireless cards, a challenging task since these devices
are not intended for this purpose.

We implement our method in a multi-robot testbed that has tworobotic routers
serving three robotic clients. We conduct our experiments in different indoor en-
vironments without providing the robotic controller the environment map or the
clients’ positions. We observe the following: 1) Our systemconsistently positions
the robotic routers to satisfy the robotic client demands, while adapting to changes
in the environment and fluctuations in the wireless channels; 2) Compared to the
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disk model [1, 2] and the stochastic approach [10, 11] under identical settings, our
system converges to accurately satisfy the communication demands, unlike the disk
model, while significantly out-performing the stochastic method in terms of empir-
ical convergence rate (see Fig. 8 in Sec. 5.4).

Contributions: The contributions of this paper are three-fold: 1) We present a
method to enable a robotic receiver to find the profile of signal strength across spa-
tial directions for each sender of interest. To this end, we perform synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) techniques using standard Wi-Fi packets exchanged between two inde-
pendent nodes; 2) We develop an optimization that leveragesthis directional signal
profile to position robotic routers to satisfy heterogeneous communication demands
of a network of robotic clients, while adapting to real-timeenvironmental changes;
3) We implement our design and demonstrate its empirical gains in comparison to
both the disk model and the stochastic method.

2 Related Work

Our work is related to past papers on multi-robot coordination to achieve a collab-
orative task while supporting specific communication demands [4–6,10,12]. These
papers recognize the importance of measuring the signal strength on real-world
wireless links to model communication quality. Such paperstypically build ana-
lytical models of the signal strength on a wireless link to account for the effects of
distance, obstacles, and reflections on the signal. The models are then supplemented
with measurement data. While these approaches provide a more realistic integration
of robot coordination with communication constraints thanthe disk model, they
often necessitate parameter fitting that are environment-dependent. Further, they re-
quire sampling of signal strength along stochastic directions that may be counter-
productive to the overall coordination goal. In comparisonto these papers, we intro-
duce a system that captures the differentdirectionsof a signal, as opposed to only its
magnitude at a particular position. This allows us to satisfy variable demands from
multiple robotic clients in an environment-oblivious fashion, and without sampling
the signal along stochastic directions.
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Fig. 1 Schematic drawings demonstrating the differences betweenthe current method and previous
methods.

Our work is also related to past work on synthetic aperture radar (SAR). SAR
allows us to exploit the natural movements of robots to calculate the signal strength
along each spatial direction. Past work on SAR however assumes a single device
that transmits a signal and receives its reflections [9, 13–15], and none of this work
can use off-the-shelf Wi-Fi cards. In contrast, we present asystem that extracts SAR
information from standard Wi-Fi packets transmitted between different devices.
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3 Problem Statement

We consider a mobile network with two classes of members,n robotic clients (or
clients) whose positions are not controlled, and a team ofk robotic routers whose
mobility we control. Our goal is to position the robotic routers to provide adaptive
wireless communication coverage to the clients, while allowing variable communi-
cation quality demands for all clients, and where exact client positions are unknown.
For each clientj ∈ [n] = {1, . . . ,n}, we define demanded communication quality
q j > 01, and achieved communication qualityρi j to each routeri (wherei ∈ [k]),
both expressed in terms ofEffective Signal to Noise Ratio(ESNR) that has a direct
mapping to rate in Mb/s [16].2 Additionally, let every clientj be given an impor-
tanceα j > 0. We define the notion ofservice discrepancyfor each pair of robots
(i, j) to be the difference between the demanded and achieved communication qual-
ity scaled by the importance of the client.

wi j = max(α j(q j −ρi j )/q j ,0) (1)

Physically, this is the fraction of the client’s communication demand that re-
mains to be satisfied, scaled byα j . Denote byci ∈ R

d the position of theith robot
router and byp j ∈ R

d the position of thejth client3 andCt = {c1,t , . . . ,ck,t} is the
set of all router positions at timet. Given a costg in terms of signal quality, com-
munication demands, and agent positions, we wish to position each robotic router
to minimize the largest discrepancy of service between routers and clients. How-
ever, the true form of this functiong has an intricate dependence on the position
of the client, router, and the environment. Thus an inherentchallenge to solving
this problem is approximating the influence of spatial positioning on communica-
tion quality in a way general to different environments. We have a joint goal to 1)
find fi j : [−π ,π ]→ R (a relation capturing directional information about the signal
quality betweeni and j), and an approximation ˜g of g that is a cost characterizing
the anticipated communication quality for the router-client pair(i, j) at a proposed
router positionci , and 2) use this cost to optimize router positions to minimize the
service discrepancy to each client. Formally,

Problem 1. Find a mapping
fi j : [−π ,π ]→ R (2)

that maps spatial direction to wireless signal strength directly from channel mea-
surements, and a cost

g̃(ci ,Ct ,wi j , fi j )> 0 (3)

that is independent of the environment and client positions, has a simple quadratic
form, and whose minimization overci directly relates to increasing signal quality.
We aim to find robot router positions,Ct+1 that minimize the maximum service
discrepancy over all clientsj by solving the following min-max problem:

Ct+1 = argmin
ci∈C

{max
j

min
i

g̃(ci ,Ct ,wi j , fi j )} (4)

1 Note that all quantities in this section are time-dependent; we omit this dependency for simplicity.
2 We choose to work with ESNR values rather than rates since therates supported on a link are
discretized (non-continuous).
3 In this paper we mainly considerd = 2 although all concepts are extensible tod = 3.
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Intuitively, the solution to this optimization problem favors “fair” solutions where
the maximum service discrepancy is minimized over all clients. We dedicate the next
sections of this paper to 1) Developing a method that computes fi j as the profile
of signal qualities along each directionθ for each link(i, j) found directly from
channel measurements; and 2) Developing an optimization framework that utilizes
this directional information to handle trade-offs betweencompeting client demands,
and position all routers to jointly minimize the maximum service discrepancy over
the links in the communication network.

4 Approach

4.1 Computing the Directional Power Profile of a Wireless Link
In this section, we develop the first component of the solution of Problem 1; namely,
we derive a method to calculatef (θ ), the mapping which captures the strength of
the signal from a robotic client to its router along each direction θ .4Where this
mapping can be updated often, roughly once every 6cm of motion.

Before we explain how we computef (θ ), we describe this function to help un-
derstand the information it captures. Assume we have a robotic client and router,
where the router moves along some trajectory. We will define the directionθ rela-
tive to the tangent to the router’s trajectory at each point.Consider the scenario in
Fig.2(a), where the robotic client is in line-of-sight at−50◦ relative to the robotic
router, which is moving along the horizontal axis. In this case, one would expect
f (θ ) to have a single dominant peak at−50◦, as shown in Fig.2(b). Now consider
the more complex scenario in Fig.2(c), where the environment has some obstacles
and one of these obstacles obstructs the line-of-sight pathbetween the router and its
client. In this case,f (θ ) would show two dominant peaks at 20◦ and−30◦ that cor-
respond to the two reflected paths from surrounding obstacles, as shown in Fig.2(d).

Advantage over Sampling Methods: One may estimatef (θ ) by sampling the
signal power similar to stochastic techniques [5, 10, 11]. In this case, one has to
move the router along each direction, compute the power in all these new positions
relative to the first, and draw the profilef (θ ). Unfortunately, this approach leads to
much wasted exploration. This is because the signal power does not change reliably
when the robot moves. For example, if the robot moves for 5 or 10 centimeters, it is
very likely that the resulting change in the signal power is below the variability in
noise. Hence, measurements of power over short distances are likely to be marred
by noise. To obtain reliable measurements of changes in the signal power, the robot
has to move significantly along potentially counter-productive paths.

To address this limitation, our approach relies on the channel phase as opposed
to the power. Specifically, at any position the wireless channel can be expressed
as a complex numberh(t) [17]. The magnitude of this complex channel captures
the signal power (more accurately, its square-root). The phase of the channel has
traditionally been ignored by robotic systems. However, the phase changes rapidly
with motion. For Wi-Fi signals at a frequency of 5 GHz, the phase of the channel
rotates byπ every 3 cm. This far exceeds any rotation due to noise variability. Thus,
by measuring channels as complex numbers and tracking changes in its phase as

4 For simplicity, we denotefi j (θ ) as f (θ ) as we consider only the single link between robotic
routeri and clientj for the rest of this section.
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the robot moves, we reliably estimate signal variation without much exploration. In
the next section, we explain how to use a technique called synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) to extract the received signal strength along each direction from changes in
channel phase. Note that SAR does not need exploring all directions; the robot can
move along its path without extra exploration or sampling. SAR uses the resulting
variations in channel phase over distances of a few centimeters to findf (θ ).

4.1.1 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) enables a single antenna mounted on a mobile
device to estimate the strength of the signal received alongevery spatial direction.
We leverage the natural motion of a robotic router to implement SAR and measure
f (θ ) for each of its robotic clients using an omni-directional antenna. To do so,
the robotic router measures the channelh(t) from its client as it moves along any
straight line. The straight line path over which the router acquires data is on the order
of half a wavelength (centimeters); assuming the source is stationary and the router
either moves at a known constant velocity or its position is known for the traversal
time window, then a sufficient amount of usable channel data can be collected. This
means every few centimeters the router can have an updated measurement off (θ ),
for all values ofθ .

Specifically, Leth(t) for t ∈ {t0, . . . , tm} be them+1 most recent channel mea-
surements, corresponding to the robot moving a distanced(t0) . . .d(tm). SAR com-
putes the received signal strength across spatial directions f (θ ) as:

f (θ ) =
∣

∣

∣

∣

∑
t

h(t)e− j 2π
λ d(t)cosθ

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (5)

whereλ is the wavelength of the Wi-Fi signal. We refer the reader to [18] for
the analysis of this standard SAR equation. At a high level, the multiplying terms

e− j 2π
λ d(t)cosθ in Eqn. 5 project the channelsh(t) along the direction of interestθ by

compensating for incremental phase rotations introduced by the robot’s movement
to all paths of the signal arriving alongθ .

Fig. 2 (a)/(c) LOS and NLOS topologies annotated with signal paths. (b)/(d) f (θ ) of the signal in
LOS and NLOS. (e) Shows howθ is defined in SAR. (f) Showsh(ti), the forward channel from
transmitter to receiver andhr (ti), the reverse channel from receiver to transmitter at timeti .
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Note that SAR finds the signal power from every angleθ simply by measuring
the channels5, without needing prior tuning to any given direction. In fact, moving
by around a wavelength (about 6 cm) is sufficient to measure the full profile of f (θ ).

Therefore, SAR is a natural choice for autonomous robotic networks since it
exploits the mobility of the robots to computef (θ ). Further, it only requires the
robot to move along a small straight line along any arbitrarydirection, and does not
require it to explore directions counter-productive to theoverall coordination goal.
Note that SAR requires only the relative position of the robotic routerd(t) and the
both the magnitude and phase of the channelh(t). It does not require the topology
of the environment nor the exact location of the transmitter.

4.1.2 Challenges in Implementing SAR on Independent Wireless Devices

A key challenge in adapting SAR to multi-robot systems is that all past SAR-based
solutions [9, 13, 15] are for radar-like applications, where a single device transmits
a radar signal and receives its reflections off an imaged object, e.g., an airplane.
However, in our scenario the transmitter and receiver are completely independent
wireless devices (i.e., the robotic client and router, respectively). This means that the
transmitter robot and the receiver robot have different frequency oscillators. In prac-
tice, there is always a small difference between the frequency of two independent
oscillators. Unfortunately, even a small offset∆ f in the frequency of the oscillators
introduces a time varying phase to the wireless channel.

For instance, leth(t0), h(t1), . . . , h(tm) be the actual wireless channel from the
robotic client to the robotic router at timest0, t1, . . . , tm. The channel observed by the
router from its client̂h(t0), ĥ(t1), . . . , ĥ(tm) are given by:

ĥ(t0) = h(t0), ĥ(t1) = h(t1)e
−2π∆ f (t1−t0), . . . , ĥ(tm) = h(tm)e

−2π∆ f (tm−t0). (6)

Hence, the phase of the channels are corrupted by time-varying values due to
the frequency offset between the transmitter and the receiver. Fortunately, we can
correct for this offset using the well-known concept of channel reciprocity [17].
Specifically, lethr(t) denote the reverse channel from the robotic router to its client,
as shown in Fig. 2(f). Reciprocity states that the ratio of the forward and reverse
channels stays constant over time, subject to frequency offset, i.e.hr(t) = γh(t),
whereγ is constant. Further, the frequency offset in the reverse direction∆ r

f is nega-
tive of the offset in the forward direction, i.e.∆ r

f =−∆ f . Thus, the observed reverse

channelŝhr(t0), ĥr(t1), . . . , ĥr(tm) are given by:

ĥr(t0) = hr(t0), ĥr(t1) = hr(t1)e
2π∆ f (t1−t0), . . . , ĥr(tm) = hr(tm)e

2π∆ f (tm−t0). (7)

Multiplying Eqn. 6 and 7 above and usinghr(t) = γh(t), we haveĥ(t)ĥr(t) =

h(t)hr(t) = γh(t)2 ⇒ h(t) =
√

ĥ(t)ĥr(t)/γ. Hence we re-write Eqn. 5 as:

f (θ ) =
∣

∣

∣

∣

∑
t

√

ĥ(t)ĥr(t)e− j 2π
λ d(t)cosθ

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (8)

5 Of course, the resolution at whichθ is available depends on the number of channel measurements.
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where the constant scalingγ is dropped for simplicity. Hence, to measuref (θ ) the
router and client simply need to measure their channels at both ends.6 In the next
section, we explain how we leveragef (θ ) on each link to control the position of
multiple robotic routers to meet the clients’ communication demands.

4.2 Optimizing Robotic Router Placement using Channel Feedback

In this section, we target the problem of placing a team of mobile router vehicles
at locations such that they provide wireless coverage to client vehicles, each with
different communication demands. Specifically, using as input the channel feedback
fi j (θ ) derived in the previous section, we aim to find a function ˜g that can be opti-
mized over router positions such that:

Ct+1 = argmin
ci∈C

{max
j

min
i

g̃(ci ,Ct ,wi j , fi j )} (9)

Our focus in this section is to find a function ˜g that has three desirable properties: 1)
It is quadratic; 2) It allows for trade-offs between clientswith competing demands as
captured by the service discrepancieswi j ; and 3) It is independent of client positions
p j . In the rest of this section, we show how to capitalize the rich spatial information
provided byfi j (θ ), to derive a cost ˜g possessing the three desired qualities. We can
then optimize this cost to complete our objective of robot router placement that best
satisfies the communication demands of the clients.

4.2.1 A Generalized Distance Metric for Incorporation of Channel Feedback
Our first goal is to translate signal quality over all directions, fi j (θ ), to a cost ˜g that
can be optimized over router positions. We begin with the case where all positions
are known and extend to the position independent case in Section 4.2.3. Consider
a single router-client pair(i, j) located at positions(ci , p j). A disk model approach
to service this client does not usefi j (θ ) at all. Instead, it relates improving com-
munication quality between the router and client to reducing the Euclidean distance
between them, i.e. the cost ˜g := dist(p j ,ci). The appeal of such a cost is in its sim-
ple quadratic form that can be easily optimized. Unfortunately, the cost is oblivious
to the actual wireless channel at the client and fails to capture the current service
discrepancy which can be large even at small distances (say,due to obstacles).

Our system avoids this pitfall, while retaining simplicity, by incorporating real-
time channel feedback into a generalized distance metric. In particular, we do not
assume that the shortest distance for enabling better communication between two
robots is the straight line path between them, but rather thepath along theθmax, the
direction of maximum signal strength from the mappingfi j (θ ). Thus, the client is
recommended to move towardsvθmax, the unit vector alongθmax.

Importantly, the recommended heading directionvθmax may exhibit variation due
to noise or multipath affecting the wireless link. To account for these effects, while
not over-fitting to noise, we leverage the entirefi j signal profile to design aconfi-
dencemetricσi j in heading direction. Intuitively,σi j captures the“variance” offi j

6 In practice, the router and client transmit back-to-back packets with a small gapδ ≈ 200µs to
obtainĥr (t +δ ) andĥ(t), respectively. The router collects these values and approximatesĥ(t)ĥr (t)
asĥ(t)ĥr (t +δ )e− j2∆ f δ . The router computes this 10 times per second (an overhead ofjust 0.1%).
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aroundθmax.7 We would like to encode this quantity into our controller such that
vθmax directions of high confidence are followed more aggressively (larger displace-
ments along these directions), and the opposite is true ofvθmax directions with low
confidence. Specifically,σi j falls under the following categories: 1)σi j < 1: Indi-
cates a high confidence invθmax due to a sharp peak infi j . The robot is moved at
higher speeds; 2)σi j ≈ 1: Indicates thatfi j is noisy, so the robot must move slowly;
3) σi j > 1: Indicates thatfi j has multiple significant peaks owing to multi-path. We
study this case, and particularly the opportunity it presents for making trade-offs
between clients, more elaborately in Sec. 4.2.2.
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Fig. 3 These plots show the level sets of Euclidean and Mahalanobisdistance functions.

We can use the heading direction and confidence to design a cost functiong̃ that
accurately captures the cost of communication in the spatial domain. Interestingly,
we can express this cost as a generalized distance metric called theMahalanobis
distance. The square of the Mahalanobis distance is a cost function (paraboloid)
with ellipsoidal level sets (Fig. 3). We design our cost by orienting these level sets
so that the direction of steepest descent is alongvθmax. We then skew the ellipsoidal
level sets using the confidenceσi j , so that a higher confidence translates to a steeper
descent. Mathematically, the Mahalanobis distance is given by:

Definition 1 (Mahalanobis Distance).Given a positive definite matrixM ∈ R
dxd,

a vectorx∈R
d, and a vectory∈R

d, the Mahalanobis Distance betweenx andy is:

distM(x,y) = (x− y)TM(x− y) (10)

Euclidean distance is a special case of the Mahalanobis distance (see Fig. 3(a)) with
M = I whereI is the identity matrix of appropriate dimension.

Here,M = QΛQT is a positive-definite matrix, whereQ consists of orthogonal
eigen-vectors andΛ contains the corresponding eigen-values. We simply set oneof
the eigen-vectors ofQ to the heading directionvθmax. To skew the ellipsoid, we set
the ratio of the eigen values{λ1,λ2} in Λ to the confidenceσ2, i.e. λ2/λ1 = σ2,
whereλ1 is the eigen-value corresponding tovθmax. For e.g., In Fig. 3(b), where
σ ≈ 1 (i.e. poor confidence), the level sets are nearly circular,leading to a shal-
low descent in cost; while Fig. 3(c), whereσ < 1 (i.e high confidence), the level
sets are skewed, leading to a steep descent in cost alongvθmax. In other words,
the cost function has an elegant geometric interpretation,akin to Euclidean dis-
tance, but is derived directly from channel measurements. Further, the cost function
g̃ := distMi j (pi ,c j) from Eqn. 10 is quadratic, a desirable property for optimizations.

7 Mathematically,σi j = ∑θ [(θ −θmax)
2 fi j (θ )]/∑θ [(θ −θmax)

2mean{ fi j (θ )}].
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4.2.2 Network Trade-offs
In this section, we show how our optimization framework readily extends to a multi-
agent scenario and study the different trade-offs. We show that via the setting of two
parameters, both set automatically from wireless channel data, the resulting posi-
tional controller can be made to greedily optimize one client vs. strike trade-offs
between multiple clients. First, we focus on managing service discrepancies speci-
fied bywi j . wi j aims to bias the controller by assigning higher weight to users with
larger service discrepancies. To do this, we scale the cost functiong̃= distMi j (pi ,c j)

by the square of the discrepancyw2
i j to optimize:

rM(P,C) = max
p j∈P

min
ci∈C

{w2
i j distMi j (pi ,c j)} (11)

Second, we highlight the subtle role played by the confidenceσi j in managing net-
work trade-offs. For instance, consider a scenario with twoclients: 1 and 2, where
client-1 demands greater communication quality (as specified bywi j ’s). Suppose
client-1 has a highly confidentvθmax as shown in Fig. 4(a) (i.eσi j < 1). As ex-
pected, the robotic router is directed towards client-1 as shown in Fig. 4(c). In the
more interesting scenario in Fig. 4(b), client-1’s confidence is poor due to multiple
peaks in the signal profilefi j (i.e σi j > 1). Here, the router strikes a trade-off and
services client-2 instead, as this may potentially benefit client-1 as well due to the
multipath recognized in client-1’sfi j (θ ) map. The intuition behind this is simple.
Eqn. 13 above, scales the ellipsoidal cost function based onthe discrepancieswi j ’s.
However, recall that the ellipsoidal cost function is steep(or shallow) depending on
whether the confidence is high (or low) and this is attained bysetting the ratio of
eigenvaluesλ2/λ1 of Mi j . In extremely low confidence scenarios such as Fig. 4(b),
the higher value of discrepancy of client-1 is masked by its low value of confidence.
This balances the trade-off in favor of client-2, despite a lower discrepancy.
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Fig. 4 Trade-offs between Clients: (a)-(b) show thefi j (θ ) map for the high demand client;
(c)-(d) show the optimized router direction;
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4.2.3 A Position-Independent Solution
A simple relaxation to the cost from the previous section frees the optimization of
using client positions, while maintaining its simple structure and desirable proper-
ties developed above. Consider a given stepsizeγ > 0. We replace client positions
p j in Eqn. (13) with “virtual” positionsp′i j :

p′i j = ci,t + γwi j vθmax (12)

Loosely, a client is no longer directly observed but rather estimated to be along the
relative directionvθmax and at a distance ofγwi j with respect to theith router. As
before,vθmax, is the heading direction associated with the maximum stength signal
directionθmax. As a client’s demand is better satisfied by routeri, the service dis-
crepancywi j tends to 0 and the client is perceived as being closer to router i. The
intuition here is that routers better equipped to service a particular client as reflected
by thewi j term, will view the client as “closer” and those routers witha weaker sig-
nal to the same client will view this client as farther away. This results in a natural
method of assigning client nodes to routers by effectively sensing over the wireless
channels. Our final cost takes the form:

rM(C) = max
j∈{1,...,n}

min
c′i∈C′

{distMi j (ci,t + γwi j vθmax,c
′
i)} (13)

By expanding the squared per-link cost dist2
Mi j

(ci + γwi j vθmax,c
′
i) from Eqn. 13:

(c′i − ci,t)
TMi j (c

′
i − ci,t)−2γwi j λθi j v

T
θmax

(c′i − ci,t)+ γ2w2
i j λθ i j (14)

we note that aswi j → 0 the first term in Eqn. (14) favors stable solutions where
c′i = ci,t , ie. the router reaches a static solution when all of its assigned clients have
zero service discrepancy.

Finally for a set of routers with positionsC, rM(C) reflects the cost of the client
with the largest service discrepancy. The positionsC that minimizerM(C) can be
found by solving this optimization as a second order cone program as in [19,20].

As defined in our problem statement, Problem 1, we have found aset of quadratic
costs g(p j ,ci ,Ct ,wi j , fi j ) = (p′i j (ci,t ,wi j ,vθmax) − ci)

TMi j (p′i j (ci,t ,wi j ,vθmax)− ci)
that can be optimized in the desired min-max formulation from (4) in order to find
an optimized robotic router placement for our wireless network.

5 Experimental Results
We evaluated our system on a five-node testbed with two routers and three clients.
Each node was an ASUS 1015PX netbook equipped with an Intel 5300 Wi-Fi card
mounted on an iRobot Create robot. We implemented SAR by modifying the iwlwifi
driver on Ubuntu 10.04. We used the 802.11 CSI tool [21] to obtain channel infor-
mation (̂h(t) in Eqn. 8). The routers communicated with a central laptop emulating
the base for control information and human input. We performed our experiments
in a room with a Vicon motion capture system to aid robot navigation. Our testbed
contains obstacles to simulate both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight scenarios.
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5.1 Computing Direction of Maximum Signal Strength
We first observe how effectively our system computes the direction of maximum
signal strengthθmax, on a wireless link. We consider a single client, serviced by
a robot router that is: 1) In direct line-of-sight (LOS) as shown in Fig. 5(a). 2) In
possible non-line-of sight (NLOS) scenarios due to obstacles as shown in Fig. 5(b).
We drive the robot router in a lawn-mover pattern and getθmax at regular intervals.

Results: Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) depict the gradient field with the arrows indicatingθmax
in LOS and NLOS, respectively. The gradient field in LOS accurately directs the
robot router towards the client regardless of its initial position. In NLOS, the robot
is directed away from obstacles so that controller can routearound obstacles to
improve signal strength. We stress thatθmax is found locally at the router purely via
wireless channels and its own position,withoutprior knowledge of the environment.
Further, the plots are not static and naturallychange over time, especially in dynamic
settings. Thus our system obtains instantaneousθmax values locally in real-time.

Fig. 5(c) and 5(d) plotfi j (θ ), the power profile of the signal along different di-
rections, for a candidate location in line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight scenarios, re-
spectively. Clearly, the power profile in line-of-sight is dominated by a single peak
at θmax, directed along the line-of-sight path to the client. In contrast, the power
profile in non-line-of-sight close to an obstacle has two significant peaks, each cor-
responding to reflected paths along walls or other objects inthe environment.

Fig. 5 Gradient field ofθmax and power profile for (a) Line-of-sight and (b) Non-Line-of-Sight.

5.2 Controlling Router Trajectory to satisfy Client Demands
We evaluate how a single robotic router finds a trajectory to satisfy the demands
of three clients (specified in terms of effective signal-to-noise ratio or ESNR) using
θmax on each link. We consider the candidate non-line-of-sight setting in Fig. 6(a).
The router is unaware of exact client positions or the layoutof the environment.

Fig. 6 (a) Depicts testbed with robot router servicing three clients in a candidate non-line-of-sight
setting. The blue line depicts the trajectory, and colored arrows indicate instantaneousθmax for the
corresponding clients. (b) Plots the ESNR across time (as dotted lines) for each client through the
experiment. Solid lines denote client demands.
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Results: Fig. 6(a) depicts the trajectory of the robotic router in blue. The colored ar-
rows denote the recommendedvθmax directions for each client at every control point.
The figure shows how the robot performs non-zero control actions until it eventu-
ally satisfies network demands. Fig. 6(b) tracks the ESNR of the clients across time
(dotted lines). The plot shows that the ESNR demands of each client (solid lines)
are satisfied upon convergence. Note that the whenever the robot decides to follow
the vθmax of a client at a control point (vertical line), the client’s ESNR increases.
This validates our claim that following a heading directionbased onvθmax indeed
improves the ESNR of the corresponding client.

Fig. 7 Agregate results obtained over 5 runs show demands are consistently met even in the pres-
ence of obstacles as demonstrated by the candidate converged solutions.

5.3 Aggregate System Results
We evaluate our full system with two robot routers serving three clients with dif-
ferent ESNR demands. We perform the experiment in line-of-sight (LOS) and non-
line-of-sight (NLOS) settings as shown in the inset maps of Fig. 7(b) and 7(d) re-
spectively. We repeat the experiment five times in each setting and plot the results.

Results: Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) plot the mean and variance of ESNR over timeacross
experiments for each client (dotted colored lines) in LOS and NLOS. Clearly, each
client’s ESNR demand (solid lines) is satisfied at the converged position across ex-
periments. Fig. 7(c) and 7(d) plot the corresponding aggregate link rate across time,
which follows the same trend as the ESNR [16].8 The inset plots in Fig. 7(c) and 7(d)
depict the final converged position of the routers (blue dots) in LOS and NLOS. The
results show that our system consistently satisfies client demands while adapting to
real-time changes in wireless channels, even in the presence of obstacles.

5.4 Comparison with Existing Schemes
We test our method against two other popular approaches to the communication
problem in robotics: 1) Euclidean Disk Model as used in [1, 2], where communi-

8 Note that the data-rate is capped by 60 Mb/s causing the plot to appear flat at times unlike ESNR.
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cation constraints are in terms of Euclidean distance; 2) Stochastic Gradient Ap-
proach, where we implement the Simultaneous Perturbation method (SPSA) [11]
for estimating the gradient of signal power by sampling the ESNR (which provides
greater granularity than RSSI), along randomized directions, similar to the approach
utilized by [10]. For the generation of each direction in theSPSA method we use
a Bernoulli random variable (as in [11]) and diminishing step sizes satisfying the
conditions stated in [11] for convergence. Our largest stepsize was allowed to be
the same maximum vehicle velocity ofvc for all experiments. We consider a robotic
router and three clients, each with an ESNR demand of 20 dB. Werepeat the ex-
periment five times in the non-line-of-sight environment inFig. 8(b)-(d). In each
instance, we measurermax, the maximum ratio of ESNR demand versus the ESNR
achieved among all three clients. In particular,rmax is below one at the converged
position (i.e. all client demands are satisfied), and above one otherwise.

Fig. 8 Plots comparing our method against the Euclidean disk modeland a stochastic gradient de-
scent method based on ESNR. Our method both converges to a position that meets communication
demands, and converges quickly along an efficient path.

Results: Fig. 8(a) plots the aggregate mean and variance ofrmax across time, for
all the three approaches. Fig. 8(b)-(d) show a candidate trajectory adopted by the
robotic router for the three schemes. The plots demonstratewhile the disk model
converges quickly to a solution, ignorance of the wireless channels leads to solutions
not meeting client demands; especially in non-line-of-sight settings. In contrast, the
stochastic gradient approach (in blue), which sample the instantaneous ESNR, even-
tually satisfies network demands. However, the convergenceis often laborious as
the router often traverses counter-productive directions(see Fig. 8 (c)). Indeed such
techniques are noisy at low signal power, as even a large change in distance trans-
lates to a small change in signal power (a well-studied problem in communications
literature [22–24]). Fig. 8(c) shows that this leads to areas at non-line-of-sight or far
distances from the client, where the robot easily gets lost.

Our method leverages full information of the channel, including signal power and
phase, to find the direction of signal power as opposed to its magnitude. The result
is an algorithm that converges to positions that satisfy network demands while not
necessitating counter-productive exploration steps of a pure sampling approach.

5.5 Robustness to Dynamic Obstacle Positions
We evaluate how our system adapts to changes in the environment without ana
priori known map. Consider two robotic routers and three clients inan environment
with an obstacle located initially as shown in Fig. 9(a). We allow the robot routers
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to navigate to their converged positions. Att = 120 sec, we move the obstacle to a
different location as in Fig. 9(c), and let the routers re-converge.

Fig. 9 These plots show the result of disturbing the wireless channels via movement of a line-of-
sight obstructing obstacle. Actual testbed snapshots are shown on the right.

Results:Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(c) depict the converged position of the routers before
and after the obstacle was moved. Fig. 9(d) plots the data-rate across time for each
client. The plot shows that our system satisfies client demands at the initial position.
Further it recovers from the sharp fall in data-rate to one ofthe clients to successfully
re-converge after the obstacle is moved.

5.6 Complex Indoor Environments
We evaluate our system in a large complex indoor environmentwith concrete walls
and columns. We place a robotic router and client and line-of-sight (LOS) and non-
line-of-sight (NLOS) as in Fig. 10. We trace the router’s gradient field towards the
client starting from multiple initial positions.

Results: Fig. 10 (a) and (b) plot of candidate trajectories (from gradient field) in
LOS and NLOS across initial locations. The plots show that our system success-
fully navigates towards the client to satisfy its demands, without knowledge of the
environment or client location.

Fig. 10 Trajectories using measuredvθmax directions satisfy a client’s demand in line-of-sight and
non-line-of-sight settings in complex indoor environments.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we present a framework to satisfy real-time variable communication
demands for a changing network. We develop a solution enabling a robotic receiver
to find the profile of signal strength across spatial directions for each sender of
interest. While our technique retrieves these spatial signal profiles in real time, we
note that it faces an important limitation: it assumes access to wireless channels
from both the transmitter and the receiver. Developing a system that can work with
unmodified transmitters remains an open challenge. Our system integrates the signal
profiles with a controller that optimizes communication quality while maintaining
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quadratic edge costs, and thus has natural extensions to many communication-aware
coordination problems such as coverage [1], consensus [3],formation control [2],
etc. We believe our system provides the necessary robustness to bring the benefits
of these important contributions to practical robotic systems.
Acknowledgments: We thank Dan Feldman and Brian Julian for experimental and
theoretical contributions to this work. The authors acknowledge MIT Lincoln Lab-
oratory and MAST project under ARL Grant W911NF-08-2-0004 for their support.
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